Elon Musk’s Crappy Tesla Cars Get Another of
Many, Many Recalls
If you ask Elon Musk, he will tell you that all of his car recalls are not recalls but “feature
enhancements”. He is just out-right lying about that.
Tesla Drivers have documented hundreds of problems with Tesla Cars!

Tesla recalling 11,000 Model X SUVs for seat
issue
• Tesla Inc. is recalling 11,000 Model X SUVs worldwide because their rear seats might not lock
into place.
• The recall involves vehicles with fold-flat second row seats made between Oct. 28, 2016, and
Aug. 16, 2017.
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Tesla Motors CEO Elon Musk introduces the "falcon wing" door on the Model X electric sports-utility
vehicle during a presentation in Fremont, California, on September 29, 2015.
Tesla Inc. is recalling 11,000 Model X SUVs worldwide because their rear seats might not lock into
place.

The recall involves vehicles with fold-flat second row seats made between Oct. 28, 2016, and Aug. 16,
2017. Tesla believes only about 3 percent of the recalled vehicles have the issue.
Tesla says some cables in the seat may have been improperly tightened, which prevents the left seat
from locking in an upright position. If it's not properly locked, it could move forward during a crash.
The Palo Alto, California-based automaker says it has seen no reports of injuries from the issue, which
was discovered during internal testing.
Tesla began informing customers about the recall Thursday. Owners can take their Model X to a dealer
for repairs or contact Tesla's mobile repair units.
Tesla also has to answer to letters being mailed to every Tesla owner which state:
“You Can Help Save America!
Unless you are living in an echo chamber bubble, you are, by now aware that the entire planet knows that all Tesla
drivers are assholes, douche-bags and politically corrupt pricks.
Everyone that sees someone driving a Tesla thinks: “Oh Look, There goes one of those corrupt, elitist assholes who
are entirely clue-less about what a prick the world thinks they are!”
Why would those people spend insane amounts of money on a mere car? Because they think they are impressing
people when, in reality, they are painting themselves with a spotlight of idiocy.
Elon Musk did not “invent Tesla”, he stole it from Martin (the actual founder) in a stock market hostile takeover.
Elon Musk did not fund Tesla. He bribed Senators to rig Department of Energy funds owned by the taxpayers. He is
the single largest government mooch in history. He has stolen vast amounts of money from the State and Federal
treasuries in his crony corruption political graft scams.
Musk has not invented anything. He stole it all and used stock market pump-and-dump, fluffer and valuation rigging
to manipulate his stock value with a constant smoke-and-mirrors corruption scam.
Have these Tesla drivers never read all of the fraud and abuse lawsuits against Musk by his wives, partners, workers,
investors, suppliers and co-founders? Those documents speak volumes, with hard facts, about what a mobster and a
crook Musk is! A huge number of Tesla workers and drivers are dead and those deaths have been covered up!
Google, Tesla’s partner, hides all of the bad Tesla news online.
Are Tesla drivers “saving the environment”? NO! Tesla’s manufacturing creates more pollution, wars and corruption
than almost any other modern cars. The lithium ion batteries Musk uses are toxic, self-ignite, create chemical fumes
that mutate fetuses and destroy brain and lung tissue, can’t be extinguished in their many fires and cause worker
abuse and toxic worker environments. His batteries destroy the environment in the land-fills they are dumped in and
they destroy government because Senators own billions of dollars of stock in them which they were paid as bribes.
Tesla batteries have set homes on fire and burned many Tesla owners alive. His partner, Panasonic, is criminally
corrupt!

Parking a Tesla in front of your home or office puts your address, and your neighbors addresses, on a permanent list
of people who need to be forced into awareness about what a criminally corrupt and dangerous thing a Tesla car is!
Friends don’t let friends drive Tesla’s!
If you see a Tesla, tell the driver: DUMP IT!
Elon Musk is the Bernie Madoff of High Tech. Tesla is the Enron of Silicon Valley.
We are prepared to prove this to you with hard evidence, FBI-class documents, public jury trials and vast video
documentation..but, in your heart, you already know all of this to be true.
Friends don’t let friends drive Tesla’s!

